
  
  

DBA - Broadband Detector Amplifiers 
 
The DBA Amplifiers are intended for use with fast detectors. With an input impedance of 
50 Ohms, ability to work with FWHM pulse widths of less than 1 ns and corresponding 
pulse amplitudes of 100 microvolts to 1 volt, the DBA broadband detector amplifiers 
allow operation over more than 2 GHz bandwidth at detector DC bias voltages 
exceeding 2 kilovolts. 
 

Available Amplifier Models 
The amplifier types which are available are the DBA-IV and DBA-IV/R with high voltage 
capability. 
 
 
DBA-IV 
 
The DBA-IV is a compact broadband, non-inverting preamplifier. The gain is remotely 
controlled by a voltage between 0 and +5V DC. The available flat gain ranges from +10 
dB to +50 dB. The input is protected against short circuit at the detector input for bias 
voltages within -600V to +100V. The power supply and remote gain control have a 
common 4pole LEMO connector. Its pin assignment is listed in table B2. 
If multiple channels are used, a common external voltage may be supplied for Ugain. 
The gain variation from unit to unit does not exceed +/- 2dB typically. 
 

 

DBA – Detector Broadband Amplifiers  

Fig. 1 - Image of the DBA-IV preamplifier 
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“Vivamus porta 
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Table B1. Electrical properties of the DBA-IV Amplifier 

Figure 2. DBA-IV Gain at 500 MHz versus Gain Control Voltage 
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Table B2. LEMO connector assignment 



 

 

DBA-IV/R 
 
The DBA-IV/R is a modified version of the DBA-IV broadband amplifier. The input 
attenuator is omitted which reduces the input noise factor considerably, but thus the input 
has no protection. The gain is remotely controlled by a voltage between 0 and +5V DC. The 
available flat gain ranges from +23 dB to +53 dB. The power supply and remote gain control 
have a common 4-pole LEMO connector, its pin assignment is listed in table B3. 
If multiple channels are used, a common external voltage may be supplied for Ugain. The 
gain variation from unit to unit does not exceed +/- 2dB typically. 
 

 

Fig. 3 - Image of the DBA-IV/R amplifiers 

Table B3. Electrical properties of the DBA-IV/R Amplifier 
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Fig. 4 - DBA-IV Gain at 500 MHz versus Gain Control Voltage 

Table B4 -  DBA-IV/R Lemo connector pin assignment 
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AC/DC Splitter 
 
The AC/DC Splitter is a passive device that splits the AC and the DC parts of the detector 
signal provided at the input. This can be used to measure the current at the DC output while 
counting single particles at the AC output. 
 

 

Fig 5: Picture of the AC/DC Splitter 
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Table B5. Electrical properties of the AC/DC splitter 


